
On This Day: October 30, 1995
– Monday Nitro: Jimmy Hart’s
Moment In The Sun
Monday  Nitro #9
Date: October 30, 1995
Location: Hara Arena, Dayton, Ohio
Attendance: 3,500
Commentators: Eric Bischoff, Steve McMichael, Bobby Heenan

Well we’re FINALLY done with Halloween Havoc and the main
result is Giant is the NEW world champion through various
nefarious means. Namely, Jimmy Hart turned on Hogan and Giant
won by DQ, which was put into the contract that he could win
the title by disqualification. We begin the road to World War
3 and ultimately Starrcade, neither of which were good at all.
Let’s get to it.

Mongo’s  dog  is  dressed  like  a  witch.  Shoot  me  now.  The
announcers recap the show last night and talk about Savage
being hurt and Eddie is replacing him. And here’s that match
now.

Eddie Guerrero vs. Craig Pittman

I’m still trying to figure out if Pittman is face or heel. I
think face but I’m not sure either way. They start REALLY
slowly with no actual contact for a long time. Can we like, do
something? The fans are way behind Eddie and he would start
getting a small push because of it. Bischoff starts the World
War 3 push which will of course continue for the next four
weeks.

Eddie  takes  over  a  bit  as  Eric  talks  about  how  confused
Pittman must be since he was supposed to fight Savage. Eddie
pinning Pittman is an upset apparently. That’s not something
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you hear that often. Pittman goes for the arm which is where
his finisher would wind up so at least there’s logic there. I
wonder if they’ll talk about Giant falling off the roof. They
kind of hint at it but haven’t said anything point blank yet.

We’re not sure if Giant is champion or not. He would be
declared champion but next week it’s vacated and held up in
the battle royal so maybe that has something to do with it.
That made no sense but I think you get the idea. Pittman is
mostly dominating here until Eddie gets a rollup leverage move
out of NOWHERE for the pin which is a shock I guess.

Rating: C+. Not bad here as Eddie’s push if you want to call
it that begins here. This was fine for what it was and Pittman
more or less left after this so there’s always that as a
benefit. Nothing great here but for about five minutes it’s
fine. Eddie would be in the final ten in the battle royal, so
if nothing else they pushed him that way.

We recap Shark vs. Norton from 6 weeks ago which restarted in
a fight last week since they spent five weeks waiting to start
the feud again.

Scott Norton vs. Shark

Please  make  it  short.  They  lock  up  immediately  and  the
commentary is just like the commentary for the monster truck
stuff last night. Heenan has left for no apparent reason and
the others don’t seem to care. Top rope shoulder block sends
Tenta to the corner and FINALLY he goes down after a regular
one.  Heenan  is  seen  sitting  with  a  Japanese  promoter  and
eating  sushi.  That’s  the  main  angle  for  Starrcade  of  all
things. They brawl to the floor and it’s a double countout.

Rating: N/A. What a GREAT blowoff to this “feud” as no one
cared about these two at all and it never went anywhere at
all. At least it’s short here. Thankfully they brawl to the
back and we got some nice bumps out of it but this was barely
a match at all so as usual no grade for it.



Heenan takes some money from the Japanese guy (Sonny Onoo who
isn’t named yet).

We see some stills of the Horsemen reformation match last
night as Flair pretended to get beaten down which I never
really got. Why bring Sting into it other than because they
could? Is that why they did it? That makes some sort of sense
I guess.

Tony brings out Flair, Pillman and Anderson to explain some
stuff. Pillman rants about how we’re getting close to the
Horsemen returning and how awesome they are. Anderson says
Sting has nothing to be ashamed of since he survived two
Horsemen for ten minutes which is insane. The fourth is coming
apparently and I think that was Benoit. Flair does his usual
rant and says if Sting wants them they’ll be at Nitro next
week.

Sabu vs. Disco Inferno

Here’s  a  strange  pairing.  Next  week  it’s  viewer’s  choice
somehow. There will be two groups of wrestlers and you pick
the matches. That’s kind of cool I guess. Heenan is back now
and talks about the Braves being the world champions. We also
hear about the Olympics coming soon. I think this is Disco’s
TV debut. All Sabu to start with random off the top stuff.
When he didn’t have the tables and ladders etc he was very
watchable and enjoyable at times.

Disco comes back with really basic stuff as he was even more
of a joke at this point than he was later on. The fans chant
for Sabu as I think this was an ECW town, so that makes sense.
Disco’s offense lasts like a minute as Sabu is like boy please
and the somersault legdrop ends it. Sabu puts him through a
table afterwards. Well he tries to since the table doesn’t
break.

Rating: C+. Not bad at all as Sabu was still something totally
freaky at the time and no one was like him. Rey wouldn’t debut



for like 9 months so Sabu was very cool and new still. This
went nowhere but it was a fun little squash. It’s interesting
to think where Sabu could have gone in WCW had they not thrown
him out.

Lex Luger/Meng vs. American Males

Luger is more or less an associate of the Dungeon of Doom now
which makes him the traitor, surprising very few people. The
Males are former tag champions here and are likely about to
get  squashed  beyond  belief.  The  faces  dominate  to  start
actually which isn’t what I expected. Riggs beats on Luger
which  gets  lots  of  cheering  from  the  Hogan  worshipping
Bischoff.

Meng interferes and it’s Luger in charge. The fans want Hogan
who is still champion apparently. Bischoff is reaching JR
levels of fanboy as even Mongo gets on him. Bagwell gets the
hot tag and actually beats up Luger for awhile. Meng takes
care of that though and the Rack ends it.

Rating: D. Another weak match but the idea is to set up the
whole Luger is evil thing and that’s it. The Males got a lot
more offense in than I expected here. Nothing good at all
though and at least it’s over. That’s your main event mind
you. Just keep in mind: this is DEFINITELY better than Raw.
Yep it’s true and you know it. OR at least Uncle Eric says so.

We reair the ending of Havoc last night and the Hart heel
turn.  It  is  interesting  to  think  that  the  Yeti  was  just
standing in the back in full mummy attire. It’s Reese from the
Flock if you remember them.

The Dungeon is in the ring and Giant has the title. Jimmy says
that he was the evil in Hogan’s heart. Luger says he liked the
image of Hogan and Savage laying there. Taskmaster acts like
Hogan shaking on the mat like he was known to do. Giant says
he’ll defend the title. Taskmaster says everyone hates Hogan.



Overall  Rating:  C-.  Decent  stuff  this  week  but  more  than
anything else it’s nice to not be building to Havoc anymore.
We weren’t quite to a PPV a month yet but it was very soon.
This  was  a  transitional  show  as  it  was  fallout  from  the
previous night and the build to World War 3 hadn’t begun yet.
That would be next week, which might be reviewed relatively
soon since these are really easy to blow through. Not bad but
nothing great here.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


